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HOSHINOYA Kyoto (Arashiyama, Kyoto) 

New Visitors Welcome! Introducing Maiko Salon 

 
From February 4th to March 4th, 2020, HOSHINOYA Kyoto—a ryokan located in Arashiyama, Kyoto with 

river views from every room—will open the Maiko Salon, for women to enjoy girls’ talks with maiko 

(apprentice geisha). For the salon’s third year, HOSHINOYA Kyoto will greet visitors with wagashi 

(traditional Japanese candy) designed to look like the colorful hairpins worn by the maiko, and table setting 

featuring Nishijin Textile and gold leaf decorations. This will allow people to enjoy a casual experience of 

the hanamachi and traditional culture normally closed off to newcomers. 

 
 
Maiko-themed salon with Nishijin Textile art panels and table runners 

Maiko Salon is a place for women to casually chat with the maiko and 

experience hanamachi culture. All the items of clothing that maiko 

wear—their hairpin, kimono, obi (sash), obi fastener, okobo sandals—

are traditional works of art created by master craftsmen. At Maiko 

Salon, traditional Kyoto craft pieces based on maiko clothes are used 

to create a beautiful setting for the girls’ gathering. 

 

For example, the table runners are created with the Nishijin Textile 

used to make obi for the maiko. The walls are also decorated with art 

panels made of obi cloth with maiko as the motif. The drinking 

glasses are decorated with the gold leaf used in the obi and kimono worn by the maiko. 

 
Note: Nishijin Textile is the name given to all fabric made in the Nishijin region of Kyoto; they have over 1000 years of history, 

and are known for rich, detailed patterns. 
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“Ask me anything.” 

Experience hanamachi culture through girls’ talks 

The stereotypical image people have of zashiki parties (dinner 

parties with geisha/maiko) is that the maiko entertain the men, 

and that they don’t let in newcomers and are difficult to 

approach. HOSHINOYA Kyoto wanted women to be able to 

casually experience hanamachi culture as well, so in 2018 they 

began to host girls’ gatherings with maiko for women to enjoy. 

Participants can talk about topics that mainly women are 

interested in, like skincare and makeup, to learn more about 

maiko and hanamachi life. And, after watching the dance, 

visitors to Maiko Salon can ask the maiko about their daily 

practice and what inspires them, to further expand their interest in  

and understanding of the women who keep this traditional culture alive. 

 

 

Edible hairpins? Introducing Maiko Kanzashi 

sweets 

An original wagashi called Maiko Kanzashi, modeled on the 

hairpins worn by the maiko, will be offered. The Maiko Kanzashi 

will be made by KAMEYA YOSHINAGA, a historic wagashi 

store that has existed for around 200 years, and there will be 

five different flavor and color combinations to enjoy. 

Participants can choose the ones they like, and enjoy them 

alongside a glass of sparkling wine. 

 

Maiko Kanzashi 

・Strawberry red bean paste & wine jelly 

・Matcha red bean paste & black soybeans 

・Chocolate mint red bean paste & mint jelly 

・Chestnut red bean paste & rum jelly 

・Brown sugar red bean paste & sake jelly 

 

 

“Maiko Salon” at a glance 

Dates: February 4th - March 4th 2020 (closed some days) 

Fee: Free 

Booking: Not required 

Venue: Salon & Bar KURA (at HOSHINOYA Kyoto) 

Hours: 4 pm - 5 pm (Maiko dance held twice per day) 

Included: Chatting with the maiko and viewing the dances, wagashi Maiko 

Kanzashi, sparkling wine 

Who can participate: Hotel guests only (men also allowed) 

Notes: Opening dates and times are subject to change. 

Available wagashi subject to change. 
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Additional Information 

Hanamachi is a town with teahouses where geisha entertain the customers. Kyoto has five: Gion Kobu, 

Ponto-cho, Miyagawa-cho, Kamishichiken, and Gion Higashi; these are collectively known as the “five 

hanamachi,” and their history dates back to the Muromachi period (1336 – 1573). Maiko Salon will feature 

maiko from Kamishichiken. Kamishichiken is located in Kyoto’s Kamigyo-ku, and is the oldest hanamachi in 

Kyoto. It is said that in the Muromachi period, the Shichiken teahouse was built from wood left over from 

the construction of the Kitano Tenmangu shrine, as a rest stop for visitors to the shrine. 

 

In addition to practicing their dancing, singing, and flute playing, geisha and maiko also work hard every 

day on cultural practices like the tea ceremony. The techniques of hairdressers and kimono dressers 

support the hanamachi as well. But in recent years, the number of geisha and maiko has declined, so there 

is an ongoing struggle to find people to carry on these traditions. In 2014, Kyoto designated hanamachi 

culture as an Intangible Cultural Property of Kyoto, and the city has expressed its support for the 

preservation and development of traditional events and crafts. 

 

Reference: Kyoto City Culture and Citizens’ Affairs Bureau, Department of Cultural Property Protection 

 
 

For inquiries about this press release, 

contact Hoshino Resorts PR at: 

E-mail:global@hoshinoresort.com 

 


